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TechnicolorTechnicolor

A new as. free gauge group  A new as. free gauge group  GGTC TC with  with  NNFF techniquark flavorstechniquark flavors

Gauge an Gauge an SU(2)SU(2)LL xx U(1)U(1)YY subgroup of the chiral symmetrysubgroup of the chiral symmetry

Identify with electroweak gauge invarianceIdentify with electroweak gauge invariance

The chiral condensate breaks the electroweak symmetry to The chiral condensate breaks the electroweak symmetry to U(1)U(1)EMEM

V V scattering is unitarized by the lowV V scattering is unitarized by the low--lying resonances lying resonances 

Good: No fundamental scalars – no hierarchy problem

Bad: 1.Estimates of precision electroweak observables disagree with 
experiment, large FCNC processes ! Cure by: Walking TC

2. No fermion masses ! Cure by: Extended Technicolor

(Weinberg, Susskind, 79’)

**************************************************************************************************

Program:



Example: Minimal walking TC Example: Minimal walking TC 

nn TC Gauge group: SU(2) TC Gauge group: SU(2) 

nn Two techniquarks in the twoTwo techniquarks in the two--index symmetric (= adjoint) index symmetric (= adjoint) 

representation of the gauge group (leftrepresentation of the gauge group (left--handed fields are handed fields are 
arranged in three doublets of SU(2)arranged in three doublets of SU(2)LL ))

nn ChiralChiral symmerty group: SU(4) (broken to SO(4) by quark symmerty group: SU(4) (broken to SO(4) by quark 
condensate)condensate)

nn Witten anomaly (odd number of LH doublets) is cured by Witten anomaly (odd number of LH doublets) is cured by 
introducing new lepton family introducing new lepton family 

• Near conformal (=walking) à FCNC’s suppressed.

Beta function  0, coupling constant runs slowly, “walks”



New lepton family: heavy neutrino mass termNew lepton family: heavy neutrino mass term

nn Dirac mass term for charged lepton Dirac mass term for charged lepton 

nn For neutrino we consider three cases:For neutrino we consider three cases:

1. Pure Dirac mass term  1. Pure Dirac mass term  

2. Pure Majorana mass term 2. Pure Majorana mass term 

3. Mixed Dirac3. Mixed Dirac--Majorana mass term:Majorana mass term:

Two Weyl spinorsTwo Weyl spinors::
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In general, after diagonalization, we have two Majorana particles (mass eigenstates):

We have only 4th generation leptons and no QCD quarks (replaced by techniquarks)



LHC Phenomenology ILHC Phenomenology I

EWPT:

Masses of the heavy leptons:          

Mz/2 – 10 Mz 

The mixing angle: 

Always possible to find a region in parameter space reproducing given S and T. 



LHC Phenomenology IILHC Phenomenology II
Production and decay of new heavy leptons :  Precision Tests favor the range 
for the 4th generation leptons near the EW scale.

Consider the production of 4th generation neutrinos because: 
1. They are expected to be lighter than charged leptons  
2. Their decay modes may provide more interesting observables 
(in case they are not absolutely stable)

We focus on the                                        final states arising from

production channels. 

Decay channel to Higgs is assumed to be kinematically forbidden for our neutrinos   



LHC Phenomenology IILHC Phenomenology II
Production and decay of new heavy leptons :



LHC PhenomenologyLHC Phenomenology IIIIII
(Composite) Higgs decay: 
Charged lepton is like top. Heavy neutrino (set to have 50 GeV mass) is light 
but couple only weakly to the EW currents and hence evade LEP bounds. 

Higgs production in the gluon fusion is unaffected compared to sequential 4th family



ConclusionsConclusions

nn Lepton sector of the minimal walking TC model Lepton sector of the minimal walking TC model 
passing the Precision Tests was considered.passing the Precision Tests was considered.

nn In the most optimistic cases early discoveries at In the most optimistic cases early discoveries at 
the LHC might be expected.the LHC might be expected.

nn For ~100 For ~100 GeVGeV (composite) Higgs, decay to (composite) Higgs, decay to 
heavy neutrinos is the dominant channel with no heavy neutrinos is the dominant channel with no 
enhancement of the Higgs production in the enhancement of the Higgs production in the 
gluon fusion process. gluon fusion process. 



Thank you!Thank you!



Fermion mass in TC: ETC and FCNC

No Yukawa interactions in TC, they are four-Fermi interactions interpreted to 
come from higher energy theory. Extended TC (ETC) theories inevitably lead to 
the following relic low energy four-Fermi interactions…

Now, let’s see some explicit TC theories, starting with familiar QCD-like one…
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WalkingWalking

QCD:

Walking:

The value of the condensate 
should be evaluated at the 
ETC scale:
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